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2   Who are your users? 

• Need to design a new website for internal 
parliamentary users 

• User-centred design approach 

The Library of Parliament’s challenge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bicameral legislature with 1 library and research organization serving both chambers.When faced with the need to develop a new responsive and innovative Library website for parliamentary users, we chose a user-centred design approach.We treated this as an opportunity to be more responsive to our users evolving needs for information.Our approach was to use personas to help us design the new site. I will briefly explain to you what personas are, how we developed ours, what they look like and how they are proving beneficial at the Library of Parliament.Have any of you used personas to help you define your users?
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Client groups→ Users  

• Title based:  Senator; member; their staff; Senate/House staff; Library staff; 
Press Gallery, Other organisations supporting Parliament  

• User classes:  Internal expert user; Internal non-expert user; External expert 
user 

• Personas:  James; Ricardo; Julie 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st step in user centred design is identifying your usersIf you design for everyone, you will design for no one!Typically we list our client groups by title/function.  You will recognize the titles in 1st column, you may use different names but they are role basedHow many of you segment your “internal” clients this way?The user classes option is not role based but rather evaluates the knowledge background of our potential website users (parliamentary or web or subject knowledge)Useful ranking but not sufficient for designing a website with a good user experience. It led us to thinking about our target clients, the users,  and how they behave, why they use Library content, and to some extent we kept their title and knowledge in mind but did not limit ourselves to these.The personas encompass a number of different jobs.I will introduce you to Julie, James and Ricardo shortly.
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• Personas are fictional characters, or stand-ins, for real people. They 
help turn the generic labeling of users into identifiable people that 
share similar behaviors, goals, attitudes, and work environments. At 
the same time, they help us avoid the common trap of designing for 
ourselves or for stakeholders.  

• It is too easy to make statements about what users  want, what users 
do, and what users prefer. Because user is so undefined and broad. 

• Personas are used to build a common understanding of and empathy 
for different types of users.   

 

What are personas? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personas are fictional characters that represent real peopleThey help turn the broader term ”client” into identifiable people that share similar behaviours, goals, attitudes and work environments, and allow us to build a common understanding for the different clients.Each persona includes a concise description of characteristics of the user, their current behaviours, goals and tasks, pain points (irritants) and their environment
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How are they created? 
 

Identify patterns and turn these into personas 

• Extract observations from your research about attitudes, 
behaviours, context, and activities.  

• Cluster observations into relevant categories.  

• Scan categories for findings and group them by asking, 
“Which other findings seem to always occur with this one? 
And which seem to never occur with it?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last 5-10 years we carried out a number of surveys, a perception audit, gathered data from Webtrends (a statistic gathering application) and from our request tracking system. Using this data we could infer or extract many characteristics:Client needs, likes, interests, what they knew about the Library and how they used our services, habits and behavioursWe could see commonalities in behaviour with respect to the tools they use, how pressed for time they are, how they might use the information they look for and how knowledgeable they are. We then synthesised and clustered those observations in ways that were relevant to us.We confirmed our draft personas with library staff who deal directly with our clients to make sure we were on the right track and adjusted as required. They had to be able to identify each persona as a “real believable” person.In building this new website we wanted to make sure that the user experience would be the driver for our design.
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• Give each persona a name, photo, and quote to make them more 
memorable. 

• Develop your personas using details from your research, such as 
goals, pain points, influencers, application use, learning style, and skill 
and knowledge level. 

• Put the personas to work. When discussing design options or making 
decisions about language or content, when testing the resulting 
pages, continually ask, "What would this person do?" 

Give them life and put them to work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design personas tell a story and describe why people do what they do in an attempt to help everyone involved in designing and building the new website understand, relate to and remember the end user throughout the process.Personas are used to build a common understanding of and empathy for different types of users.Our goal was to turn each persona into a believable person who uses our content regularly in their daily work.At each phase of design and when making decisions, we could ask “Will Ricardo be able to find this rapidly? What would James or Julie do ?”I will now introduce you to James, Ricardo and Julie…



7   Who are your users? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we were designing an internal website, these 3 are the relevant target personas: James, Julie and RicardoWe’ve assigned a philosophical quote to each of themIdentified 5 key tasks that each performs on a daily basis.Identified tools they might use, they are services, sites or products. They do not all involve the Library or its content but they are critical to the persona.We’ve assigned a frequency with which each is likely to use the 3 devices and various other characteristics.There are descriptions  of the  Library services each uses, other non-Library services (our competition) and opportunities for the Library to better meet their needs. These were developed through consultations with front-line staff, our request tracking system, seminars, trainers…You may see some of your users in these but would want to adjust for your environment.The important factor is that our users became “persons”, we could identify with them and make reasonable guesses as to how they would behave using our website given their goals and attributes.It should be noted that they do require updating.We could focus on designing our website for James, Julie and Ricardo –not ourselves.Each of these 3 personas was specifically created with the development of a new internal website in mind.  The lower portion would look quite different if the goal was to redesign a physical space or to redesign a specific user database.  The principle is the same but the tasks will differ.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using information from a card sort exercise with 130 users who identified how information should be grouped and the personas, we proceeded to develop the site design itself. As we built each wireframe it was easy enough to ask :How would Julie find what she looks for most often?Would Ricardo understand where he should look?  James, who has no time to search, how did our design lead him directly to what he  does look for himself?  We checked how our wireframes looked on each device:  desktop, tablet and smartphone.  We used responsive design in these wireframes so that display of content is automatically configured to the size of the screen.  The underlying structure is the same for each device. The image I’m showing is captured from a tablet.I should add that our website was launched right before the election day and was ready for the new Members of the 42nd Parliament.
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Benefits of using personas 
• Primary users are the focus 
• Build empathy for each persona 
• Web designers and content producers are not the 

target audience 
• Test and prioritize key features in a realistic way 
• Language and labelling are addressed to 

appropriate audiences 
• Needs and goals take priority over system 

features and capabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The benefits of this exercise:  Reminds the website designers that they are not the target audienceDesign options and decisions can be discussed and validated putting personas front and centerGood way to test and prioritize features, evaluate new site featuresInterface, site content and labeling are addressed to appropriate audiencesLimiting to 3 or 4 personas is bestFocus on the major needs of the most important user groupsIt forced us to consider Who are our usersWhy are they using our website?What behaviours, assumptions and expectations colour their view of the website?What characteristics are specific and relevant?How will X respond to what we have built?Our new website design was guided by our 3 personas’ needs and goals rather that by system features and capabilities.
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• Redesign of a branch library space  
• Public website 
• Parlinfo database 
 

Other persona applications for the Library of 
Parliament 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We drafted revised personas adapted for in-person consultations at library locations to assist us with modernizing in person reference services and to guide decision making in creating more welcoming physical spaces.We are using James, Ricardo and Julie plus 2 to 3 public personas to help us redesign our public facing web pages.  The tasks will be fine tuned to reflect the goals of our most common public users.Parlinfo, our database of historical and current info about Parliament and the people and events that shaped it since 1867 was visited over 19M times last year.  However, it is built on an old platform and based on the idea that we would compile set reports for users to select.  Many current web data seekers want to define their own reports and work with large datasets.We have a media person, who wants quick turnaround and seeks one key piece of data for their article or post.Ricardo’s tasks have been revised.  He wants large datasets to work with, he has times to use the data and accuracy is very important.Using personas is helping us define the requirements for the user interface, the language, the menus…. We will test against tasks at the wireframe design stage and at each stage of developmentDo you see applications in your context for identifying your users? How might you apply personas to design or rethink your products?
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Further Reading about personas 
UX Resources – Personas 

• 7 Core Ideas about Personas and The User Experience 

 Jeff Sauro • July 31, 2012  

http://www.measuringu.com/blog/personas-ux.php 

• Creating Personas 

June 9th, 2015June 9, 2015 

Written by Eeva Ilama 

http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/creating-personas/  

• Introduction to User Personas 

Posted on June 27, 2013 by UXLady 

http://www.ux-lady.com/introduction-to-user-personas/  

• Personas  

http://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/personas.html 

http://www.measuringu.com/blog/personas-ux.php
http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/creating-personas/
http://www.ux-lady.com/introduction-to-user-personas/
http://www.ux-lady.com/author/admin/
http://www.ux-lady.com/introduction-to-user-personas/
http://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/personas.html
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